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Abstract: Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is an aggressive yet incurable B-cell lymphoma that was only
first recognized as a distinct subtype in 1992, with early reports suggesting a poor median survival.
Elaine Jaffe is a renowned hematopathologist and scientist from the National Cancer Institute who
was instrumental in many of the early descriptions of MCL that distinguished it from other B-cell
lymphomas. Further, she has led multiple international collaborations that have harmonized the
lymphoma classification systems that are currently in use today. The early morphologic descriptions
of MCL along with the contributions of immunologic and genetic techniques have confirmed MCL
as a distinct entity with unique biology and clinical behavior. Importantly, these scientific discov-
eries laid the foundation for unprecedented therapeutic breakthroughs that have led to significant
improvements in overall survival.
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1. Introduction

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) is a generic term applied to a broad range of ma-
lignant lymphoid neoplasms with striking underlying clinical and biologic heterogeneity.
Lymphomas represent malignant transformation of lymphocytes at various stages of differ-
entiation and have acquired hallmark cancer capabilities, including the ability to proliferate,
resist cellular apoptosis, and evade the host immune response. Yet, important biologic
differences exist across NHL subtypes that manifest as differences in disease behavior and
therapeutic vulnerabilities.

Over the last 7 decades, the classification of lymphoid malignancies has been a complex
and iterative process that evolved with the emergence of novel biologic insights and
advances in analytic methods. New subtypes are often first introduced as provisional
entities and subsequently validated to be sufficiently distinct to merit a unique therapeutic
approach. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) has contributed substantially to the body of
knowledge on lymphoma biology, classification, and management through the years. The
bedrock upon which its lymphoma studies have been built is accurate and reproducible
diagnosis, initially based entirely on histologic examination under a microscope and, over
time, with a remarkably sophisticated battery of assays for the expression of specific genes
and proteins. Indeed, the lymphoma classification systems purport to make scientifically
and clinically meaningful distinctions between lymphoma subtypes by defining relatively
homogeneous entities from a clinical, morphologic, immunologic, and genetic perspective
with the goal of improving clinical outcomes.

For the past nearly 50 years, the precision of the diagnosis of lymphoma at the NCI
has been established and maintained by Elaine Jaffe, where she currently serves as the head
of the Hematopathology Section of the Laboratory of Pathology. At NCI, the pathologists
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have participated as full partners in the clinical studies and used their scientific expertise
to establish new insights into lymphoma biology that have direct influence on patient
management. The function of a clinical research team requires expertise in several domains:
diagnostic imaging, patient care, surgery, pharmacology, and knowledge of the disease
being treated. Excellence in each area is critical to obtaining the best outcomes, while
variability in a domain can undermine the results. The work at the NCI has been able to
rely on the accuracy of lymphoma diagnosis because of the excellence of Dr. Jaffe and her
team. If Dr. Jaffe says it, you can count on it. And everyone knows it. A comprehensive
recounting of the insights emerging from her work would take volumes to cover. Beyond
her role within the NCI, she is a renowned physician scientist who has made numerous
seminal contributions to our understanding of the biology and classification of lymphoma
subtypes over her illustrious career. In her career, Dr. Jaffe has championed the critical
importance of accurate diagnosis in making therapeutic progress. Early on, Dr. Jaffe and
her NCI colleagues described important biologic differences between lymphomas arising
from B-cell origin compared with those with T-cell or monocytic origin. Indeed, she was the
first to demonstrate that nodular lymphomas originated from follicular B lymphocytes [1].
She and her colleagues had the foresight to understand the importance of incorporating
the immunologic aspects of lymphoma, including the nature and function of the malignant
cell along with the surrounding immune cell infiltrates [2,3]. Throughout her career, she
has pioneered scientific discoveries within and across lymphoma subtypes, and she has
led international collaborations that modernize lymphoma classification by integrating
traditional pathology with the emergence of novel immunologic and genomic approaches.
No more illustrative example exists than her scientific contribution to our understanding
of the entity mantle cell lymphoma (MCL). She originally described key morphologic and
immunologic features of “intermediate lymphocytic lymphoma (ILL)” that suggested it was
a distinct B-cell lymphoma and first proposed the term “mantle cell lymphoma” in 1991 [4].
In this article, we highlight the seminal contributions of Dr. Jaffe along a discovery timeline
that led to our modern conceptualization of MCL as a B-cell lymphoma with at least two
distinct clinical subtypes with divergent clinical behavior (Figure 1). What is striking about
this timeline is that numerous therapeutic advances followed from seminal observations in
pathobiology and the prognosis has improved. The clinical impact of having a universally
recognized set of diagnostic criteria establishing a defined and reproducible clinical entity
has allowed clinical research to focus on developing new therapeutic approaches. The
Nebraska Lymphoma Study Group has documented therapeutic progress through the
last 30 years made possible by defining MCL as a distinct disease entity [5]. Indeed, one
can make a cogent argument that the improved clinical outcomes in MCL have outpaced
improvements in any other lymphoma subtype and the contributions of Dr. Jaffe and other
pioneering scientists enabled that success [5].
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Figure 1. The timeline from the 1960s to the modern day depicting the scientific discoveries that 
ultimately led to recognition of mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) as a distinct biologic entity and ther-
apeutic advances. Below the timeline are the classification systems of lymphoma and early patho-
logic descriptions of entities now classified as MCL. Above the timeline are the standard therapies 
for the period and the corresponding median survival for patients with MCL. 

2. History and Evolution of Lymphoid Malignancies Classification 
In 1966, Henry Rappaport of the United States Armed Forces Institute of Pathology 

proposed a simple and reproducible lymphoma classification system that relied exclu-
sively on morphologic criteria [6]. Lymphomas were subdivided based on their underly-
ing growth pattern as either nodular or diffuse. Further, the appearance of the malignant 
cell and its differentiation state was used to classify tumors as either well-differentiated, 
poorly differentiated, undifferentiated, or histiocytic [7]. In the Rappaport system, nodu-
lar lymphomas were typically composed of small lymphocytes and were comprised 
mostly of indolent disorders, while the “histiocytic” and poorly differentiated lymphomas 
were more aggressive and required chemotherapy. Notably, this system predated our 
modern understanding of cellular immunology and did not classify tumors based on B-
cell or T-cell lineage. 

In the 1970s, both the German pathologist Karl Lennert and the American 
pathologists L.J. Lukes and R.D. Collins proposed functional approaches to lymphoma 
classification that incorporated lymphocytic lineage based on cell surface immune mark-
ers and enzyme histochemical features along with morphology [8,9]. During this time pe-
riod, separate classification schemes were used in different parts of the world and, since 
no broad international consensus existed, it was difficult to compare pathological and 
clinical results. Further, all systems lacked extensive clinical correlations and did not con-
sider clinical features when classifying tumors. 

In this context, the National Cancer Institute sponsored a panel of expert hemato-
pathologists known as the international Working Formulation (WF) with a goal of provid-
ing a reproducible method to translate the various classification systems into clinical trial 
results and reports of clinical outcomes [10]. The WF system applied many concepts of 
preceding systems and incorporated clinical data. It defined subtypes based on their gen-
eral clinical prognosis, and entities were grouped as low-grade, intermediate-grade, or 
high-grade. Notably, the IWF did not include the immunologic orientation to subclassify, 

Figure 1. The timeline from the 1960s to the modern day depicting the scientific discoveries that
ultimately led to recognition of mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) as a distinct biologic entity and
therapeutic advances. Below the timeline are the classification systems of lymphoma and early
pathologic descriptions of entities now classified as MCL. Above the timeline are the standard
therapies for the period and the corresponding median survival for patients with MCL.

2. History and Evolution of Lymphoid Malignancies Classification

In 1966, Henry Rappaport of the United States Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
proposed a simple and reproducible lymphoma classification system that relied exclusively
on morphologic criteria [6]. Lymphomas were subdivided based on their underlying
growth pattern as either nodular or diffuse. Further, the appearance of the malignant
cell and its differentiation state was used to classify tumors as either well-differentiated,
poorly differentiated, undifferentiated, or histiocytic [7]. In the Rappaport system, nodular
lymphomas were typically composed of small lymphocytes and were comprised mostly
of indolent disorders, while the “histiocytic” and poorly differentiated lymphomas were
more aggressive and required chemotherapy. Notably, this system predated our modern
understanding of cellular immunology and did not classify tumors based on B-cell or
T-cell lineage.

In the 1970s, both the German pathologist Karl Lennert and the American pathologists
L.J. Lukes and R.D. Collins proposed functional approaches to lymphoma classification
that incorporated lymphocytic lineage based on cell surface immune markers and enzyme
histochemical features along with morphology [8,9]. During this time period, separate
classification schemes were used in different parts of the world and, since no broad inter-
national consensus existed, it was difficult to compare pathological and clinical results.
Further, all systems lacked extensive clinical correlations and did not consider clinical
features when classifying tumors.

In this context, the National Cancer Institute sponsored a panel of expert hematopathol-
ogists known as the international Working Formulation (WF) with a goal of providing a
reproducible method to translate the various classification systems into clinical trial results
and reports of clinical outcomes [10]. The WF system applied many concepts of preceding
systems and incorporated clinical data. It defined subtypes based on their general clinical
prognosis, and entities were grouped as low-grade, intermediate-grade, or high-grade.
Notably, the IWF did not include the immunologic orientation to subclassify, rendering it
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less reproducible and limiting the discovery of new entities. Indeed, the panel of expert
hematopathologists asked to review and classify the cases in the study disagreed with one
another and with their own initial reading a substantial and alarming fraction of the time.

In 1994, the International Lymphoma Study Group (ILSG) convened a panel of 19 in-
ternational expert hematopathologists to develop a consensus list of distinct clinical entities
called the Revised European–American Classification of Lymphoid Neoplasms (REAL)
classification [11]. The concept behind the REAL classification was to describe disease
entities according to all available information (morphology, immunophenotype, genetic,
and clinical features), with varying degrees of relative importance for each entity. To further
validate the REAL classification, the ILSG conducted a study in which five expert patholo-
gists reviewed over 1300 cases of NHL at various international centers [12,13]. This effort
confirmed that the REAL classification was easily used by expert hematopathologists and
had greater inter-observer reproducibility than other classification systems [14]. The REAL
classification laid the foundation for the World Health Organization (WHO) classification
system that was the first true international consensus on the classification of lymphoid
malignancies in 2001 [15]. A cardinal feature of the WHO classification system was to
periodically review new data and periodically incorporate them into updated classification
systems that occurred in both 2008 [16] and 2016 [17].

3. Mantle Cell Lymphoma as a Distinct Entity

A primary objective of all lymphoma classification systems is to build upon previous
iterations by describing novel entities that were previously difficult to classify; they are
often predicated on the emergence of new technology. For example, in 1968 Karl Lennert
described a lymph node biopsy from “patient K” that was comprised of small lymphocytes
with a diffuse growth pattern that had completely effaced the lymph node architecture [18].
Lennert recognized that this lymphoma was unclassifiable with existing systems and
he labeled this and other similar cases as ‘type K’. After analyzing subsequent biopsies
from the same patient, he coined the term “centrocytic lymphoma” (CC) to describe lym-
phomas with a diffuse growth pattern of small cells that resembled cleaved follicular center
cells [8,19]. Similarly, the American pathologist Costan Berard had recognized that some
lymphomas were not easily classified as either well-differentiated or poorly differentiated
by the Rappaport classification system and he proposed the term “malignant lymphoma,
lymphocytic type intermediate grade of differentiation” or “intermediate lymphocytic
lymphoma” (ILL) [20]. Both CC and ILL shared pathologic features between nodular
lymphomas (i.e., follicular lymphoma) and well-differentiated lymphocytic lymphoma (i.e.,
chronic lymphocytic leukemia). They exhibited a mostly diffuse growth pattern but could
also have areas with a vaguely nodular pattern. The cells were small and monotonous with
clumped chromatin and scant cytoplasm with nuclei that varied in shape, including round,
slightly clefted, and irregular [3]. Immunologically, these tumors also exhibited features
intermediate between well-differentiated and poorly differentiated tumors and expressed
surface immunoglobulin. In 1977, Dr. Jaffe postulated on the possible cell of origin based
on these morphologic and immunologic criteria:

“The cells of nodular lymphomas are neoplastic counterparts of follicular B lymphocytes
whereas well-differentiated lymphocytic lymphoma (WDL) cells are more closely related
to medullary-cord B cells. Lymphoma of intermediate differentiation type may derive
from B cells of the lymphoid cuff at the margins of follicles and thus exhibit features at
the interface between nodular lymphomas and WDL”. Jaffe et al., Cancer Treat Rep.
1977;61(6):953–962.

The American pathologist Dennis Weisenburger recognized that there was a distinctive
B-cell lymphoma that appeared to originate from the mantle zones of secondary lymphoid
follicles [21]. He described 12 cases of lymphoma that morphologically resembled ILL, but
with a growth pattern of atypical lymphocytes proliferating as wide mantles around normal
appearing germinal centers and proposed the term “mantle-zone lymphoma”. Importantly,
he reported that the clinical course was often aggressive, which further solidified the need
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to distinguish them from well-differentiated lymphomas [22]. In 1987, Jaffe and colleagues
reviewed the histologic, immunologic, and clinical features of ILL that supported its
consideration as a distinct clinicopathologic entity that was virtually identical to CC. The
authors concluded that this entity was a tumor derived from lymphocytes of the mantle cuff
based on the growth pattern and the expression of alkaline phosphatase on the neoplastic
cells, which resembled that seen in mantle cuffs [23,24].

The emergence of molecular biology provided additional methods to sub-classify
lymphomas. In 1979, the recurrent rearrangement t(11;14) (q14;q32) was first described
in four cases of lymphoid neoplasms [25] and it was soon appreciated that recurrent
translocations were often characteristic of specific lymphoma subtypes and this could
be a powerful new technology to advance our understanding of distinct pathobiology
of specific lymphomas [26]. In 1984, NCI researchers determined that the breakpoint of
t(11;14) was within the joining segment of immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) typically
located on chromosome 14 band q32 and characterized a new gene, named bcl-1 (B-cell
lymphoma/leukemia 1), located on chromosome 11 band q13 [27]. It was shortly after that
studies linked this recurrent translocation with specific lymphoma subtypes. Rearrange-
ments involving bcl-1 were enriched in cases of ILL [28], but virtually never observed in
follicular lymphoma, Burkitt lymphoma, or diffuse large B-cell lymphomas [29]. In 1990,
Mike Williams and colleagues used Southern blotting and probes for immunoglobulin
heavy and light chains, bcl-1, bcl-2, and c-myc in 14 patients [30]. They described rearrange-
ments of bcl-1 in four (29%) cases and none had bcl-2 rearrangements. At the same time,
NCI researchers used a genomic probe of the major breakpoint region in bcl-1 and showed
that 10 (53%) ILL cases were associated with rearrangements [31]. When using multiple
probes in 12 cases of CC, Williams and colleagues described that 11 (92%) were associated
with bcl-1 rearrangements [32]. In 1991, it was discovered that the candidate oncogene
PRAD1 located on chromosome 11q13 encoded a protein structurally similar to the cyclins
(named cyclin D1) [33–36]. Taken together, we now know that the bcl-1 rearrangement
involves the PRAD1/CCND1 gene located downstream of its major breakpoint region that
encodes cyclin D1 and places it under the transcriptional control of IGH. The cyclin D1
translocation leads to unregulated cell cycle control underpinning MCL biology.

In 1991, Raffeld and Jaffe reviewed the morphologic, immunophenotypic, and genetic
data supporting the notion that ILL, CC, and mantle zone lymphoma were identical
neoplasms that should be unified as a distinct lymphoma subtype [4]. These entities were
comprised of small to medium sized lymphocytes with scant neoplasm that expressed
pan B-cell markers including CD20, CD19, and CD22 along with the pan T-cell marker
CD5 and exhibited characteristically strong surface immunoglobulin expression while
lacking CD10, Bcl-6, and CD23. Further, frequent expression of alkaline phosphatase
suggested that these tumors were derived from follicular mantle zone cells [4]. They
proposed that these entities be unified under the term “mantle cell lymphoma” (MCL)
and recognized that diffuse, vaguely nodular, and expanded mantle zone growth patterns
could be observed. In 1992, the term MCL was universally accepted to describe ILL, CC,
and mantle zone lymphoma based on characteristic clinical features, immunophenotype,
and a hallmark translocation [37].

Importantly, the recognition of MCL as a unique B-cell lymphoma did not signify
the end of scientific discovery within this entity but represented the beginning. Since the
original descriptions, important scientific discoveries have been made in MCL that distin-
guish it from related B-cell lymphomas that highlight the clinical and biologic heterogeneity
within this entity. It is appreciated that tumor proliferation can vary widely in MCL and
proliferation signatures by gene expression profiling are closely associated with response
to chemotherapy and survival [38]. Further, it is now recognized that not all cases of MCL
have demonstrable cyclin D1 expression, and cases of cyclin D1-negative MCL exhibit the
classic morphologic and immunologic features of MCL but are often associated with rear-
rangements involving CCND2 or CCND3 [39]. Lastly, it has been noted that select cases of
MCL exhibit very indolent behavior and that cyclin D1 positive B cells can occasionally be
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identified within the inner mantle zones of follicles, a process first described as in situ MCL
and later updated to in situ mantle cell neoplasia (ISMN) [16,17,40]. Current classification
systems recognize two distinct clinical variants of MCL, including a classical variant that
typically expresses SOX11, often involving lymph nodes along with frequent extra-nodal
involvement, and can behave aggressively [41,42]. An indolent form of MCL also exists that
is frequently SOX11 negative and presents with non-nodal disease involving the spleen,
peripheral blood, and bone marrow [17].

4. Therapeutic Advances in Mantle Cell Lymphoma

This article is primarily focused on the contribution of pathologic observations that led
to the recognition of MCL as a distinct biologic entity, but it is notable that, since 1991, the
prognosis for patients with MCL has improved significantly (Figure 1). Indeed, since the
time of original description, research has focused on identifying pathogenetic mechanisms
and oncogenic signaling pathways that drive MCL and the translation of these observations
into novel therapies. It is beyond the scope of this article to comprehensively review the
evolution of therapy for MCL, but we choose to highlight specific therapeutic advances
and their effect on outcomes.

A feature of MCL that was initially quite puzzling was the wide range of natural
histories associated with the diagnosis. Some patients had a very indolent course and
did not require therapeutic intervention for years. Others had an extremely aggressive
disease that spread rapidly and killed them in a few months. The initial reports of sur-
vival for MCL patients treated with standard lymphoma combination regimens such as
cyclophosphamide, vincristine, prednisone (CVP) or cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vin-
cristine, and prednisone CHOP showed a very poor outcome compared with other B-cell
lymphomas with a median survival of only 3 to 4 years [13,43]. Further, in distinction to
aggressive B-cell lymphomas, durable remission was rare and MCL is considered largely
incurable with combination chemotherapy. For this reason, the standard approach starting
in the 1990s and early 2000s was to intensify chemotherapy to include either autologous
stem cell transplantation (ASCT) as part of frontline therapy [44,45] or to treat with highly
dose-intensive regimens developed from acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) such as frac-
tionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin, and dexamethasone (hyper-CVAD),
often followed by ASCT as consolidation [46]. Although this intensification of therapy was
only applicable to patients able to tolerate the myelosuppressive nature of these approaches,
the rates of complete response and durable remissions appeared to improve.

In the early 2000s, the monoclonal anti-CD20 antibody rituximab emerged and was
tested in combination chemotherapy regimens for NHL, including MCL. Early studies
of rituximab added to CHOP demonstrated improvement in rates of complete response,
but these data did not translate into a significant improvement in progression-free or
overall survival [47,48]. Nonetheless, rituximab was incorporated into virtually all frontline
regimens for MCL [49–51] and improved rates of complete response and overall survival
when delivered as maintenance therapy after ASCT [52]. Further, for older patients who
are not deemed suitable candidates for consolidation with ASCT, rituximab maintenance
improved overall survival [53]. Although multiple regimens remain in use for MCL and
the approach varies considerably based on practice setting and the age of the patient,
both epidemiologic and long term data from clinical trials suggest that rituximab has
improved survival in all patients with MCL when added to chemotherapy, including older
patients [54–57]. Overall, rituximab along with intensification of chemotherapy in younger
patients has improved the median survival of MCL to 5 to 8 years, although this approach
is associated with a continuous incidence of relapse and does not cure most patients [56].

In the 2010s, targeted agents emerged that appeared to have unique activity in MCL,
including proteasome inhibitors, immunomodulatory agents, and inhibitors of the Bruton
tyrosine kinase (BTK) pathway [58–61]. At the same time, bendamustine with rituximab
(BR) emerged as a safe and effective induction regimen for MCL that was tolerable for
patients of all ages [62]. Indeed, induction therapy with BR is as effective as more intensive
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induction regimens prior to ASCT and has become the most commonly used chemotherapy
regimen in community practice [57,63].

Most recently, combination regimens are being tested in MCL that do not use tradi-
tional chemotherapy at all, with the hope of more broad tolerability. Lenalidomide with
rituximab has been shown to be safe and highly effective as a frontline regimen with
frequent durable remissions [60,64]. The BTK inhibitor ibrutinib has been studied with
rituximab in patients with indolent forms of MCL as well as prior to intensive chemother-
apy and has shown to induce very high rates of complete response [65]. Ibrutinib also
improved the complete response rate and progression free survival when added to BR
in a recent randomized study [66]. Finally, the emergence of chimeric antigen receptor
T-cell therapy is associated with very high rates of complete response in MCL and is as-
sociated with durable remissions [67,68]. Taken together, these data suggest that future
studies in MCL will test combinations of targeted agents with and without chemotherapy
or immunotherapy. Current estimates suggest that following these therapeutic advances,
the overall survival for MCL treated in the modern era may be longer than a decade and
should continue to improve [69].

5. Trainees and Mentees

Beyond personal accomplishments as a scientist and researcher, Elaine Jaffe also
impacted the field of hematopathology by her mentorship and teaching of close colleagues
and trainings for nearly 4 decades. Nearly 75 pathologists have trained under her direct or
indirect mentorship since the late 1970s, many of whom also made seminal contributions to
our understanding of lymphoma biology and classification. Notable former mentees and/or
close collaborators during their formative years include Stefania Pittaluga, Mark Raffeld,
Elias Campo, Leticia Quintanilla-Martinez, and Falko Fend. In this way, her approach of
identifying novel and biologically relevant associations between pathologic observations
and clinical outcomes has been handed down and continues to impact the field.

6. Conclusions

Lymphoma treatment relies on accurate and reproducible diagnosis, while the lym-
phoma classification systems aim to make scientifically and clinically meaningful distinc-
tions between lymphoma subtypes by defining relatively homogeneous entities from a
clinical, morphologic, immunologic, and genetic perspective with the goal of improving
clinical outcomes. Throughout her illustrious career, Dr. Elaine Jaffe has made impor-
tant contributions to the management of individual patients at the NCI and has been
instrumental in identifying new lymphoma subtypes, such as MCL. She has championed
international efforts to harmonize the classification of lymphoma and these efforts have
formed the foundation for therapeutic success.
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